


The most recent genera-
tion of Information

Technology brings
protection and controI
terminals to the utility

personnel, wherever they
are. This also brings
benefits in terms of
substantiaI cost savings
and new ways of acquiring
all the information
necessary for the efficient
management of secondary
equipment in a power
network. In order to

guarantee efficient
utilisation, information
must be weil structured,
and powerful and consis-
tent tools must be
available for handling il.
In a broader perspective,
Substation Monitoring
solutions contribute to
more cost-effective
utilisation and higher
availability of primary

equipment.



Substation Monitoring with
enhanced customler value

The main advantage, however, is that the
SMS approach allows the user to
economically monitor all substations in a
transmission or distribution network
containing protection terminals. The process
data derived in this way is beneficial
throughout the utility for system diagnos-
tics, maintenance planning, equipment

replacement strategies, system expansion
planning, etc. The benefit which the
customer draws from SMS can be seen in
terms of substantial cost savings, with
reduced overall operation costs and
increasing network availability.

The world of Information Technology, infor-
mation super-highways and computers is
rapidly changing the war in which many
people work. These areas are also becoming
increasingly important in the sphere of
protective relaying. Virtually all modern
numerical relays are equipped with Olle or
more serial communication ports through
which the full range of available information
can be acquired swifcly and reliably.

The integration of functions inta Olle
and the same felar is also increasing"rapidly.
For this reason, relays are referred to
nowadays as "terminals", since they include
functions traditionallyprovided by other
equipment and systems. As a ruleof thumb,
we can sar that today Olle terminal housed in
a single box provides the protection, controi
and monitoring functions which 10 years
aga would have required Olle or two full
cubicles. Supporting programs and systems
are available to secure all the potential adv-
antages of this integration, as weIl as the
change in technology. Due to the immense
flexibility of today's terminals and systems,
virtually any customer need can be met.

,.
The term SMS stands for Substation

Monitoring System, a system which exploits
the storage and communicatiol:! capability of
protection and controi terminals, as weIl as
alarm annunci~tors," by using them as process
data acquisition units in a PC-based
evaluation system. SMS is an information
system which offers free access at any time to
process data such as alarms, events, load or
fault conditions. The protectionengineer is
able to check and alter parameters from his
desk if the need should arise, or analyse
faults by using the extensive disturbance in-

formation provided by the system.

The functionality and
flexibility of the Iatest ge-
neration of PC programs
necessitates high-quality
documentation as weil as
professionai support and
training courses. The ABB
Network Partner name
stands as a solid
guarantee for fulfilling
these requirements. All
programs employ standard

userinterfacesforadded
convenience.
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The four corner stones of
Substation Monitoring

Different personnel categories apply diffe-
rent system requirements. SMS is mainly
intended for personnelcategories such as
protection engineers who require detailed in-
formation like protection settings and
disturbance recordings. However, SMS is
also aimed at other, more operator-oriented
information, e.g. measured values and fault
locator information, since such information
is easily accessible in the system. The main
purpose of a system such as SMS is not just
to acquire information, hut also to present it
in a structured and user-friendly war.

the preparation of settings on a P not
connected to the terminal. Furthe more, it is
possible to copy settings from one errninal
to another in a fraction of thetim it would
normally take. All protective relay ettings in
a network can be stored in the SM
sttucture and serve as the overall s tting
database within the utility.

Tools are also available for c culation
ofsetting values. These tools simpl fy the
fine-tuning of settings in order to nsure the
fastest possiblefault clearing for types of
fallits.

Terminal setting and supervision

Owing to the immense functionality and
flexibility of today's protection terminals,
SMS can offer a wide range of setting and
configuration tooIs. These can be used both
on~line and off-line, mus making possible

SMS considerably
simplifies the setting and
configuration of the
terminals. Furthermore,
system overview and
understanding of the
function is enhanced. The

consistency of the user
interface is guaranteed in
a whole range of different

working environments.

The analogue and binary q antities
measured by the terminal can be u ed for
supervision of the network by cycl.c polling
and storing. For supervision of the terminal,
extensive internal self-supervision rovides
information via SMS for efficient d
optimised maintenance of the equi ment.

Disturbance collection and ev luation

Disturbance recording is a very effi ctive way
of improving one's understanding f me

power system and associated equip ent.
Most terminals can be equipped w th a
disturbance recorder function. Thi eans
mat the disturbance recorder facili is
distributed throughout the networ ,with
local intelligence and memory cap city.
Disturbance data can be collected rom any
location via telephone modems, ei er

Correctly set protective
relays are a must in order
to maintain selectivity in
the network. With the set-
ting calculation programs,
the setting calculation pro-
cess is considerably

simplified.



specific requirements and system con-
figuration. In most systems, synchronisation
via the communication ports is the preferred
option. This can be made via a communi-
cation unit,which may be the PC itself, also
serving as the event handler, and this in tum
is synchronised via a radio clock or a higher
system level.

The possibility of
converting disturbance
files into any ASCII-based

format, including
COMTRADE, makes the
evaluation program the key
in building up a complete
disturbance and signal
analysis workstation. As
with other PC programs,
severallanguage versions
are available.

manuallyor automatically. In order to
achieve the full advantages of disturbance

recording, powerful and user-friendly
evaluation tools must be available.

The disturbance evaluation program
includes all desirable functionality and
enables swift and effective evaluation. Also
an expert system is available for automatic
evaluation of disturbance files and storage of
the information in a standard database.

Event reporting

Different types of event reporting are
required depending on the task at hand. The
most detailed information is stored in the
terminals andit registers all the events
during a fault. On a higher level, only the
most important events, specified by the user,
will be shown in order not to create infor-
mation pollution. In this war, event
reporting can be used for both. fast decisions
directly arter a fallit, especially when
presented as an alarm, as weIl as subsequent
detailed analysis.

To save time when
evaluating a disturbance,
the expert analysis pro-
gram can be used. When
evaluating a fault, the
distance to the fault is also
calculated. All information
is stored in a database at a
centrallocation. Extensive
statistic functions can be
used when evaluating the
information in different

ways.

Events at different levels
can be accessed for both
fast operator information
and detailed evaluation. All
events originate from a
single source, i.e. the
terminals, in order to

guarantee consistency
throughout the system.

Time synchronisation

Time syncl;1ronisatioft is essential when
analysing information originating from dif-
ferent terminals. All terminals coptain an
internal real-time clock. Synchronisation can
be made in different ways depending on



SMS is part of the PYRAMID@ concept for
Substation Automation and the Panorama
concept for Power NetWork Management.
Panorama includes intelligent terminals in
the intelligent substation for the intelligent

power network, from generation to

consumption.

Substation Monitoring can either be built
up as a separate system, or be p-art of a

totally automated substation including a
controI system. The three keywords for the

system configuration are:

Modularity
SMS software and hardware are b th built
up in a modular structure so as to lt all

applications. The configuration is ased on
the distributed intelligence provid d by the
terminals. A fibre-optic connectio is
enough to establish communicati n. All the
information can be acquired in th SMS

personal computer (PC) in the sta ion, or
from remote locations via telepho e
modems. Depending on the appli tion, dif-
ferent hardware and software mod es are
added to the system. The software is built up
in a truly modularised and object- riented

war. This ensures the possibility o step-by-

step implementation and subsequ t
upgrading of the system.

.Modularity

.Flexibility

.Simplicity

The configuration of the

Substation Monitoring Sys-
tem must be modularised
and flexible in order to
meet the requirements in a
cost-effective way.
The summarised figure
shows all the possible
locations and access
points of the SMS PC.

Multiple access points,
with consistent user

interfaces, are the basic
building-blocks of the
PYRAMID concept.
The exact function and the

specific range of options
depend on system con-
figuration. The communi-
cation from remote

locations can for example
be don e by means of

telephone modems.

The numbers in the figure
refer to the numbers

mentioned under the
Flexibility section.
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Overall system economy is to a large
extent a function of simple and efficient

engineering and maintenance of the sys-
tem structure, and it is normally under-
take~ by the user. The installation and
utilisation of the various programs call
for high-quality documentation as weil
as professionai support.

Flexibility
System configuration flexibility is achieved
through different ways of communicating
with the terminals. The SMS PC can com-
municate with the terminals in several ways.

engineer the possibility of checking and alte-
ring the settings from the Substation
ControI System without feeling un-
comfortable because of a new presentation
and handling setup. For most programs dif-
ferent languages versions are also available.
All for user convenience.

1. To the front of the terminal for
temporary connection during
commissioning and maintenance work.

Simplicity
Simplicity does not refer to functionality hut
rather to the installation, engineering and
handling of the system. SMS utilises stan-
dard hardware, such as PCs, printers, and
telephone modems. Moreover, the standard
user interfaces including help-systems to
guide the user, very much simplify the ope-
ration.

2. Local conn~tion directly to the
terminals via the station bus.

3. Remote connection direccly to the
terminals via a telephone modem.

4. Remote connection via local data com-
municator also serving as event handler.

5. Remote connection via an SMS PC in
the station.

6. Connection via the Substarion Contra!

System (SCS).

The consistency of the user interface must
be guaranteed in a whole range of working
environments. This gives theprotection

System installation and engineering
can in most cases be carried out by a user
with only limited previous knowledge of the
system, This offers a simple and less
expensive entry into the new world of Infor-
mation Technology, which can later grow
into a full SCS solution.
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Panorama enables the user to always
be in perfect controi of the power process,
from generation to consumption.

Panorama is the complete concept
for today and for the future, from
ABB Network Partner.

Panorama is the ABB solution for efficient
and reliable management of power
networks.

Panorama stands for an open view
in all directions, utilizing innovative
information technology.

ABB Network Partner AB
8-72171 Västerås
8weden
Tel +4621 321300

Fax +4621146918

AB Tran smit Dy ABB Network Partner Ltd
Relays and Network Controi Haselstrasse 16/122
P. D. Box 699 CH-5401 Baden
FIN-65101 Vaasa Switzerland
Finland Tel +41 56 205 77 44
Tel +358613160 Fax +41 562055577

Fa?{ +35861 3161599
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